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Chocolate… did you know?
The cocoa bean has over 400 distinct aromas, at least twice as
many as any other natural product, the Rose for example, only
has fourteen.The taste of chocolate is very complex as a result of
the presence of over 300 different chemical compounds. These
include phenylethylamine, a stimulant which strikes the brain’s
mood centres and induces the emotion of falling in love.
Chocolate is uniquely the only food that melts at body
temperature, filling the mouth slowly with all the complexities of
its flavour.
Cocoa beans are grownmainly in countries near the equator such
as the Ivory Coast, Brazil, Ecuador, Venezuela and Indonesia. The
Mayans were drinking chocolate 2,600 years ago.

Cocoa Canopy
It’s just chocolate!
Chocolate beads crafted using the finest cocoa
beans grown under the canopy of the tropical
rainforest. Each bead offers you a moment of
indulgence, making for the most delectable
hot chocolate. Sustainably sourced, Cocoa
Canopy, partners with the Cocoa Horizons
programme to not only sustainably source
their cocoa but help build self-sustaining
farming communities that protect nature and
children.

The Naughty… It feels good to be bad.
£8.40
Made with Cocoa Canopy Smooth Milk or Rich Dark (please specify
which you prefer) luxury chocolate beads mixed with a Baileys shot
(25ml). The best bit? Curly Wurly chunks are melted into the boozy
hot chocolate. It’s then topped off with marshmallows, cream, dark
chocolate shavings, caramel sauce & crushed Maltesters. To finish...
a Curly Wurly & wafer rolls for garnish.

Non-alcoholic Naughty hot chocolate: £6.50

HOT CHOCOLATE
Cocoa Canopy Smooth Milk
33%West African Blend - Experience a treat for the senses with this
decadent, smooth, creamy classic.

Cocoa Canopy Rich Dark
53%West African Blend - Be seduced by the subtle vanilla notes of
this smooth and well-balanced hot chocolate.

Cocoa Canopy Ecuador
Ecuador, often referred to as the birthplace of chocolate, this single
origin flavour is hand crafted by experts to provide an intense, velvety
cocoa hit with a strong cocoa taste, fruit flavours and notes of rum,
whisky and tobacco.

Cocoa CanopyMilk and Dark
47% blend of 4 different chocolates, combining milk and dark
chocolate to bring you a spin on two classic flavours, with an aroma
of a dense gooey chocolate brownie, rich and sweet, with a dark side.

Cocoa Canopy Salted Caramel
A real taste sensation! Cocoa meets caramel with a pinch of sea salt,
a marriage made in heaven.

Whittard Selection:
LuxuryWhite / Rocky Road / Banoffee Pie / Raspberry Ripple (subject
to change).

Just for fun...

Kernow Hot Chocolate Stirring Spoon (made locally)
Enjoy a decadent Hot Chocolate on a stick, watch it melt as you stir it
into the hot milk, perfect for children (or big kids!). Selection of flavours.

Extra Naughtiness...

Fully Loaded
Top with marshmallows and freshly whipped cream.

Spiked (strictly for adults)
Add a cheeky shot: Baileys (25ml) £1.90 Dark Rum (25ml) £3.60
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